
BOSCH FONTUS 18V GEN II Cordless
High Pressure Washer 18V

SKU: IT62247

€299.95

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Voltage: 18V
Maximum pressure: 20 bar
Pressure functions: low, medium and turbo
Maximum Water Flow: 2.1 lt/h
Supply temperature: max 50°C
Hose length: 4 meters
Container size: 15 lt
Battery capacity: 2.5 Ah
Battery charging time: 154 minutes
Battery operating time: Up to 60 minutes
Accessory storage for ultimate convenience



Telescopic aluminum handle
3 Pressure settings for variable cleaning

CAUTION!
Switch the machine off and press the trigger to drain the wa ter from the hose
Disconnect hose from spray gun and water outlet
Drain water from the system and remove the battery. Clean the filter regularly

General Specifications
Ideal for looking after your valuables, from cars and motorbikes to outdoor gear
and bikes
A steady lighting of the battery charge indicator indicates that the battery is fully
charged
Battery life depends on the pressure mode and spray mode used
The maximum run time of 60 minutes is achieved when the Fontus is in low
pressure mode and the sprinkler spray mode is used
The minimum run time of 15 minutes is achieved when the Fontus is in 'turbo'
pressure mode and the concentrated beam spray mode is used
The tool is designed to turn off the pump once the spray gun trigger is released
The pump also shuts off after 20 seconds when it detects that the water has run
out
If the tool has not been used for 5 minutes, it turns itself off to preserve the
battery charge
Adding detergent to the water tank is not recommended
Built-in water tank for true cordless cleaning
Do not leave the battery inside the machine when it is directly exposed to the sun
See the manual HERE

Included in the Box
1 Battery
1 SmartBrush
1 High Pressure Hose 4m
1 Spray Gun with adjustable pressure functions (four spray modes)

Weight and Dimensions
Weight: 7.5 kg
Dimensions: 32 x 39.35 x 64.5 cm

https://electroline.com.cy/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/manual-62247-18V.pdf

